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EXERCISES 

1. Find 也ear℃ length of the following parame甘ized curves: 
a. g(t) = （α∞肘， αsi肘，“）， t ε ﹝0，如！．
b. g (t) = （伊－ t, t句， tε ﹝0, 2}. 
c. g (t) = {logt, 2t, t2), t ε ［1,e]. 
d. g(t) = (6t，必3月，－4t3月， 3t2), t ε ｛O, 2}. 

2. Express the arc length of the following curves 血 terms of the integral 
P宵／2

E(k) = / Vl - k2 sin2 t dt (0 < k < 1) , 

for suitable v恥的 of k. (E(k) is one of the standard elliptic integrals, so 
called because of their connec位on wi血也e arc Ieng也 of an ellipse.) 
a. An ellipse wi出 semimajor 訊is αand semiminor 以is b. 
b. The po叫on of the intersection of the sphere x2 ＋計＋ z2 = 4 個d the 

cylinder x2 ＋計－ 2ν ＝ 0 l抖ng in the first ∞個nt.

3. Find the centroid of the curveν ＝ cosh 坊，一1 三 z 三 1.

4. Comp的 Jc .../Z ds where C is parame出zed by g (t) = (2cost, 2s凶， t2),
。三 t 三 27r.

s. Co血pute fc F · dx for the following F and C: 
a. F(x,y,z) = （戶， x2, xz); C is the line segment from (0, 0, 0）個（1, 1, 1). 
b. Fis 品旭 （a）﹔ C is 也e po別on of the curve y = x2, z = x3 from (0, 0, 0) 

to {1, 1, 1). 
c. F（川） = (x 一 ν， x ＋ ν）﹔ C is 也e circle x2 ＋計＝ l, oriented clockwise. 
d. F(x, y) = (x弘 x3y2）﹔ C is the closed curve fonned by portions of the 

line y = 4 個d也e parabola y = x2, oriented c~unterclockwise. 

6. Compute the following line integrals: 
a. fc(xe-Y dx +sin nx dy), where C is 也e portion of the parabola y = x2 
合om (0, 0) to (1, 1). 

b. Jc(ν dx + zdy ＋句dz), where C is given by x =cost, y = si肘， z=t
with 0 < t 三 27r.

c. fc （ν2dx - 2xdy), where C is 出e出angle wi也 vertices (0, 0), (1, 0), and 
(1 , 1), oriented countβrclockwise. 

7. Let F : !Rn • IRm be a continuous map, and let C be a C1 curve in R.n. 
a. D叫uce from Proposition 5.8 白羽 lf0Fdsl 三 fc IFlds. 
b. In the case m ＝爪 show伽t lfcF · dxl 三 fc lFl ds.

8. Prove in detail that arc Ieng曲， as defined for recti直able curves, is additive﹔也at

函， ifC,C1，組d C2 are the curves parame也叫by g (t) fortε ﹝叭］.促﹝州，
徊。 tε ［c, b｝，也en L(C) = L(C1) + L(C2). 
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9. Let g(t) = （的）， h(t)) be a C1 par個細則on of a plane curve. Given a 
partition P ＝柄， ... , t1} of l州，也e distance between two neighboring 
points g(tj-1 ）組d g(tj)is 

似的） - g（例)]2 ＋仰的）一 h（例)]2
Use theme組 value theorem to express 由e di旺erences inside the square root in 
te1祖S of g' and h', and then use Exercise 9 in §4.1 to give 個 alternate proof of 
Theorem 5.11. (Exactly the same idea works for c盯ves in Rn.) 

5.2 Green’s Theorem 

Green‘s theorem is the siniplest of a group of theorems - actually, they’re all 
speci剖 cases of one big theorem，的 we shall indicate in §5.9 - that say that “ the 
integral of something over the boundary of a region equals the integral of something 
else over the region itself.” To state it, we need some terminology. 

A simple closed curve in iren is a curve whose starting and ending points c。”
incide,. but that does not intersect itself otherwise. More precisely, a simple closed 
curve is one 伽t can be parame也ed by a con自lUOUS ID叩 x = g(t）， α 三 t 三 b,
such 出at g（α） = g(b) but g(s）手 g(t) u剖臼S ﹛s, t﹜＝﹛α， b}. 

We shall use 也e term regular region to mean a compact set in Rn that is 也e
closure of its interior. Equivalently, a compact set S c !Rn is a regular region 叮
every neighborhood of every point on the boundary θS contains points in 3int. For 
example, a closed ball is a regular region, but a closed 油ie segment in !Rn （η ＞ 1) 
is not, because its interior is empty. 

Now let n = 2. We say that a regular region S c JR2 has a piecewise smooth 
boundary 江出e bound砌的 consists of a a血te union of di司oint, piecewise 
smooth simple closed curves, where “piecewise smooth" has the meaning 品signed

in the previous s的世on. (We thus allow the possib山句 that S contains “holes,’, so 
也at its boundary may be disconnected.) In血is case, the positive orientation onθS 
is the orientation on each of the closed curves that make up the boundary such 也at

the region S is on 也e lφwith respect to 血e positive direction on 也e curve. More 
precis呦，h is a point onθS at which 的 is smooth, and t = (t1, t2) is 油e unit 
tangent vector m也e positive direction at 血at point, then the vector n = （句，一t1),
obtained by rotating t by 90。 clockwise, points our of S. (That is, x +en¢ S for 
small 1: > 0.) See Figure 5.4. 

IfF = （吭， F2) is a continuous v郎tor field on 妒， we denote by 

I F · dx or I F1 dx1 + F2 dx2 
JδS JδS 
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Hence, by applying Green’s theorem to the rotated field F, we obtain the following 
result: 

5.17 Corollary. Suppose Sis a regular region in R2 with piecewise smooth bound
ary δS, and let n(x）的 the unit outward normal vec的r仰的 at xεθS. Suppose 
also that Fis a vector field of class 01 on S. 1頁的

(5.18) 
r r r fβF, 8F? \ 
I F · nds = 11 i 一」＋一一二 i dA. 

J as } } s \ 8x1 8x2 J 

Let us see what Green's theorem says when Fis 出e gradient of a 02 function 
J, so that F1 = 81／組d F2 = (hf. Formula (5.13) gives 

fos V f . dx = j Is附－ fhOif) dA 

This is DO SU中rise﹔ it is 臼sy to S臼 directly 也at the line integraJ of a gradient over 
組y closed curve vanishes. Ind叫， if the curve G is p紅個叫起d by x = g(t) with 
g（α） = g(b), then by the chain 叫e,

I v ! . dx = I b v J(g(t)) · g'(t) dt = I !!.. J(g(t)) dt 
le 九九dt

= f (g(b)) - f (g（α）） = 0. 

The formula (5.18) gives a more interesting result. V f · n is the directional deriva
tive of f in the outward normal direction toδs, or normal derivative of Jon as, 
often denoted by δf /Bn; and (29) says 也at

fθ1 .I rr rδ21 . a21\ 
l 一－ ds = 11 l 一→＋一－－＝ I dA. 
las 飢一 J Is ＼δx~ ax~ ） 

The integrand on the right is 也e Laplaci祖 off, which we encountered in §2.6 個d
which will play 組 important role 旭 §5.6.

EXERCISES 

1. Evaluate the following line integraJs by using Green’s 曲的rem.

a. The integral in Exercise Sc in §5.1. 
b. The integr這1 in Exercise k旭 §5.1.

c. fc [(x2 + lOxν ＋ y2) dx + (5x2 + 5xy)d訓， where G is 也e square with 
vertices {O, 0), (2, 0), {O, 2），個d (2, 2), oriented c。unterclockwise.
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d. J88(3x2sin1;2 dx + 2x3y cos y2 dy) , where S is any regular region with 
piecewise smooth boundary. 

2. Let S be the annulus 1 三 x2 + y2 三 4. Compu能 J88(xy2 dy - x2ydx) , both 
directly and by using Green’s theorem. 

3. Find the positively oriented simple closed curve C 出at maximizes 出e line 
integ叫 Jc[113 dx + (3x - x3) dyJ. 

4. Use Green's theorem as in Example 3 to calculate the area under one arch of 
出e cycloid described parametrically by x = R(t - sin t), y = R(l 一 cost) .

5. Let S ＝﹛（爪y） ： α 三述三 b’ 。三 ν 三 f (x)}. where f is a nonnegative C1 
function on [a, b]. Explain how the formula A = - .{8叫做 for the area of S 
in Exar『l阱 3 I臼ds to the familia 

6. Let S be a regular region in IR2 with piecewise smooth boundary, and let f and 
g be functions of class C2 on S. Show that 

hs ！~ ds =Ifs ﹝f呻吟） + \lf ·\lg] dA. 

7. The point of this exercise is to show how Green's theorem can be used to de
duce a special case of Theorem 4.41. Let U, V be connected open sets in IR2. 
and let G: U • V be a one-to-one transformation of class C1 whose deriva
tive DG ( u) is invertible for all uε U . Moreover, let S be a regular region in V 
with piecewise smooth boundary, let A be its area, and let T = G-1 (S). 
a. The Jacobian <let DG is either everywhere positive or everywhere negative 

on U; why? 
b. Suppose <let DG{u) > 0 for all uε U. Write A = fas y dx as in Ex

ample 3, make a change of vruiable to transform this line integral into 
a line integral over &T, and apply Green's theorem to deduce that A = 
jj~ <let DG dA. 

c. By a similar a唱ument, show that if <let DG(u) < 0 for all uε U, then 

A = - Hr det DG dA ＝。于 I det DGJ dA. Where does the minus sign 
come from? 

5.3 Surface Area and Surface Integrals 

In this section we discuss integrals of functions and vector fields over smooth sur
faces in JR3. Like line integrals, surface integrals come in two varieties, unoriented 
and oriented. On a curve the orientation is a matter of deciding which direction 
along a curve is “positive”; on a surface it is a matter of deciding which side of the 
surface is the “positive” side. The convenient way of specifying the orientatjon of 
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Finally, as a practical matter we need to extend the ideas in this section from 
smooth surfaces to piecewise smooth surfaces. Giving a sa位sfactory general def
inition of a “piecewise smooth surface" is a rather messy business, and we shall 
not attempt it. For our pC1臼ent pu中的郎， it will suffice to assume 也at the surface S 
under consideration is the union of finitely many pieces S1 , .. . , Sk that satis旬出e

following condi位ons:

i. Each S; admits a smooth parame叩ation as discussed a切ve.

ii. The intersec位ans Sin S; are either empty or finite unions of smooth curves. 

We then define integration over S in the obvious way: 

A A k A A 

II fdA =) ; l I f dA. 
J JS j;} J J S1 

Condition (ii）伊arantees that the parts of S 出at are counted more 血m once on 
the 呵恥， namely the intersections Sin S;. con出bute no山ng to the integral, by 
Proposi位ons 4.19 個d 4.22. 

EXAMPLE 3. 
a. Let S be the surface of a cube﹔也en we can take 函，... , S5 to be the faces 

of the cube. 
b. Let S be the surface of the cylindrical so幽﹛（x,y,z): x2 ＋ ν2 三 1, lzl 三

1}. We can write S = S1 U S2 U Sa where 81 組d S2 are the discs forming 
的e top and bottom and Sa is the circular vertical side. S 1 and S2 can be 
p訂ame出z甜 by (x， ν）→ （x, y, 1) and (x ， ν）→ （x， ν，一 1) with x2 ＋計三
1, and Sa can be parametrized by (0, z） →（cosθ， sin O, z) with 0 歪。＜
街叫 lzl 三 1. If one wishes to use only one-to-one parametrizations with 
compact parameter domains, one can cut 53 further into two pieces, say 
伽 Left and right halves defined by 0 三。三仿制dπ 三。 三 2π．

Remark. In condition (ii) above, we have in mind that the sets s1 will intersect 
each other only along their edges, although there is nothing to forbid them from 
crossing one another. For example, S could be the union of the two spheres 81 = 
{x : lx l = 1} and S2 ={x: Ix 一 ii= 1}. This added generali可 is l呵ely usel臼S
but also harmless. 

EXERCISES 

l. Find 出e訂ea of the p訂t of the surface z = xy inside the cylinder x2 ＋計＝ α2.
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2. Find the area of the part of the surface z = x2 +y2 inside the cylinder x2 ＋計＝
2 
α 

3. Suppose 0 ＜ α ＜ b. Find the area of the torus obtained by revolving the circle 
(x- b)2+z2 ＝ α2 山 也e xz-plane about 也e z axis. (Hint: The torus may be 
parame蚯蚓 by x = (b ＋ αcos<p) cosO, y = (b +a cos<p) sin8, z ＝ αsinψ， 
with 0 ~三帆。三 2π．）

4. Find the area of the ellipsoid (x／α）2 + (y／α）2 + (z/b)2 = 1. 

5. Find the centroid of the upper hemisphere of the unit sphere x2 ＋ ν2 +z2 = 1. 

6. Compute Jf8(x2＋的dA where S is the portion of the sphere x2 ＋計＋z2 =4 
with z > 1. 

7. Compute JJ8(x2 ＋計－ 2z2) dA where Sis 也e unit sphere. Can you find the 
answer by symme甘y considera世ons without doing any calculations? 

8. Calcula恨心F ndA for伽 following F and S. 
a. F(x, y, z) = xzi - xyk ; Sis 也e portion of the surface z = xy wi也

。 三：E 三三 l, 0 三 ν 三 2, oriented so 血at the normal points upward. 
b. F(x, y, z) = x2i + zj -yk; Sis the unit sphere x2 ＋計＋ z2 = 1, oriented 

so 出at the normal points outward (away from 臼臼.nter).

c. F(x， ν， z) = xyi + zj ; S is 也e 住iangle with vertices (2, 0, 0), (0, 2, 0), 
(0, 0, 2), oriented so 也at the normal points upward. 

d. F(x ， ν， z) = z2k; S is the boundary of the region x2 ＋ν2 三 1， α 三 z 三 b,
oriented so 也倒也e normal points out of由e region. (You should be able to 
do 血is in your head.) 

e. F(x ， ν， z) =xi ＋ 叫 ＋ zk ; S is the boundary of the region x2 ＋計三 z 三
2 - x2 - y2, oriented so that the normal points out of the region. 

5.4 Vector Derivatives 

Let '1 denote 也間，tuple of par叫 differential operators aj ＝ θ／δXf 

'1 = （δi , ...’。η）．

We are already familiar wi曲曲is notation in connection wi曲曲e gradient of a C1 
function on Rn, which is the vector field de血led by 

grad f = '1 f = (8if, · · ·， δn/)· 

We can also use \I to form int~esting combinations of 出c derivatives of a vector 
field, via the dot and cross product. If F is a C 1 vector field on an open subset of 
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rt is 個 important fact that 也e 祉st two of these always vanish, by the equality 
of mixed parti剖s:

(5.30) curl(grad !) 

= (fh.03f 一 晶晶f) i + (83θif - 8103/)j + （θifhf - fh.81/)k = 0 

and 

(5.3l) div(curlF) 

＝ δi ( {h,F3 - 03F2) + Eh （θ·3F1 一 δ1月）＋為（δ1F2 - 82月） = o. 
Schema位cally, we have 

SC剖ar grad vector curl vector div scalar 
－－一＋－一－＋

functions fields fields functions 

and (5.30）組d (5.31) say 也at 曲e composition of two successive mappings is zero. 
The third combination, div(grad !), which makes sense in any number of di

mensions, is of fundamental importance for both physical and purely mathema位cal
reasons. It is called the Laplacian off and is usually denoted by \72 for l:l.f: 

(5.32) V'2 f = 6.f = div(grad ！） 早 δU+· .. ＋ θ~f. 

The last two combinations are ofless interest by themselves, but together they yield 
山eLaplacian for vector fields in JR3: 

(5.33) grad( div F）一 curl(curl F) = V'2F = (\72 F1)i + (\72 F2)j + (\72月）k.

The verification of (5 .33) is a straightforward but somewhat tedious calculation 血at

we leave to the reader. 

EXERCISES 

1. Compute the curl and divergence of the following vector fields. 
a. F(x, y, z) = xy2i + xyj + xyk. 
b. F(x ， ν， z) = (sinyz)i + (xzcosyz)j + (xycosyz)k. 
c. F抖， ν， z) = x2zi + 4月zj + （ν 一 3xz2)k.

2. Compute the Laplacians of the following functions. 
a. J(x, y) = x5 - 10x3y2 + 5xy4. 
b. J(x,y,z) = xy2 - 4yz3. 
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c. f (x) = lxla (xε!Rn ＼﹛0﹜， αεJR). (Hint: Use Exercise 9 旭 §2.6.)
d. f(x， ν） = log(x2 ＋ ν2) ((x,y） 手（0, 0)). 

3. LetF{x,y,z) =xi＋ν1j+zk. Show that for any aεJR3, we have curl( a ×F)= 
2a，也v[(a ﹒ F)a] = lal2 and div ﹝（a × F）×叫＝ 2lal2. 

4. Prove (5.24) and (5.25). 

5. Prove (5.26）組d (5.27). 

6. Prove (5.28) and (5.29). 

7. Prove (5.33). 

8. Why is the minus sign in (5.29） 也ere? That is, on grounds of symme旬， with

out going 伽'Ough any calculations, why must 也e formula div(F × G) = 
G .(curlF) + F .(curl G ) be wro嗯？

9. Show 血at for any C2 郎郎郎的 f and g, div(grad f × gradg) = 0. 

5.5 The Divergence Theorem 

The divergence theorem, also known as Gauss’s theorem or Os甘ograds隘，s 血e

orem, is the 3-dimensional analogue of the version (5.18) of Green’s theorem; it 
relates surface integrals over the boundary of a regular region in JR.3 to volume inte
grals over血e 自gion itself. 甘ie divergence theorem is valid for regions wi出 pi缸。

wise smooth boundaries, but we shall allow 血e meaning of "piecewise smoo曲”
to remain a little vague﹔ S臼 the remarks at the end of §5.3. To formulate precise 
conditions 血at encompass all the cases of interest would mvolve a rather arduous 
excursion into technicalities, and 也e more re甘icted class of regions covered by 也e
following ar息lillent suffices for most purposes. 

5.34 Theorem (The Divergence Theorem). Suppose R is a regular region in JR.3 
with piecewise smooth boundary δR. oriented so that the positive normal points 
out of R. Suppose also that F is a vector field of class C1 on 民 Then

(5.35) llaR F · n dA =Ill divFdV. 

Proof As with Green’s theorem, we begin by considering a class of simple regions. 
We say 也at R is 句吟imple if it has the form 

R ＝ ﹛抖， y,z） ：抖， y） εw，叭（x,y） 三 z 三 ψ2(x,y)},

where W is a regular region m 也e xy-pl組e and ψi and ψ2 are piecewise smooth 
functions on W. We define the notions of yz-simple and :“-simple similarly，組d
we say 曲at R is simple if it is xy-simple, yz-simple，組d xz-simple. 
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This appro泊mation becomes better and better as T • 0, and hence 

3 川
(5.36）也vF(a) = lim －：；－：＝可 l J F·ndA. 

• u 'l7rT" J J ix-al=r 
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τbe integral on the right is the flux of F acrossθBr from the inside (Br） 的自e

outside (the complement of Br). If we think of the vector field as represen位ng
the flow of some substance 由rough space, the integral represents 也e amount of 
substance flowing out of Br minus the amount of substance flowing 泊﹔ thus，也e
cond泊的 div F( a) > 0 means 伽t there is a net ou也ow n閱 a, in 。由er words, 
也at F tends to "diverge”仕om a. (The effect is subtle, though: One has to divide 
the flux by r3 in (5.36) to get some也ing 血at does not vanish in the limit.) In any 
case，也e integral in (5.36) is a geome出cally defined qu組tity that is independent 
of the choice of coordinates﹔也is gives the promised coordinate-free 姐te叩retation

of divF. 
Among 也e important consequences of the divergence theorem are the follow

ing iden世ties.

5.37 Corollary (Green’s Formulas). Suppose R is a regular region in JR3 with 
piecewise smooth boundaη， and f and g are functio肘。ifcl的 C2 on互間en

(5.38）川 ／'\Jg· ndA = /I I ('\! f ·'\Jg+ f'\12g) dV, 
J J8R J J JR 

(5.39） 川 （！'\Jg - g'\J !) · ndA ＝ 川 I (J'\12g - g'\12 !) dV. 
JJ8R JJJR 

Proof An applica位on of the product 叫e (5到） shows that div{!'\! g) = '\! f · 
'\Jg+f·'\J旬， so the divergence theorem applied to F = f'\J g yields (5.38）.甘ie
coπesponding equation with f 祖d g switched also holds; by subtracting the latter 
equation from the former we obtain (5.39）.口

The dir臼tional deriva世ve '\! f · n 血at occurs in these formulas is called 也e
outward normal derivative of f on仿制 is often denoted by 8 f ／飢．

EXERCISES 

In several of these exercises it will be useful to note 也at 江 Sr is 也e sphere of 
radius r about 也e ori阱， the unit outward normal to Sr at a point x ε Sr is just 
r-1x. This is geome甘ically obvious if you think about it a little. Alternatively, 
since Sr is a level set of the function lxl2 = x2 ＋計＋ z2, we know伽t '\J(lxl2) = 
2xi ＋划＋ 2zk = 2x is normal to Sr ’ so the unit normal is Ix「1x = r-1 1x l for 
x E三 Sr﹒
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1. Use the divergence theorem to evaluate伽 surface integral ff s F · n dA for the 
following F and S, where Sis oriented so that the positive normal points out 
of the region bounded by S. 
a. F , Sas in Exercise Sb in §5.3. 
b. F,S 臼 m Exercise Se in §5.3. 
c. F(x ’ ν， z) = x2i ＋ ν2j + z2k; S is the surface of the cube 0 三 z， ν’ z 三 α．
d. F(x, y, z) = (x／α2)i + （ν／b2)j + (z/c2)k; S is the ellipsoid ( x ／α）2 + 

(y/b)2 + (z/c)2 = 1. 
e. F(x, y, z) = x2i - 2xyj + z2k; Sis the surface of the 句lindric剖 solid

{(x,y,z) : (x,y） ε w, 1 三 z 三 2﹜ where W is a smoothly bounded 
regul訂 region 扭曲e plane with area A. 

2. Let F(x, y, z) = (x2 ＋計＋ z2) (xi+ yj + zk) and let S be the sphere of radius 
αabout 的 ori伊. Compute ff s F n bo也 directly 組d by 也e divergence 
theorem. 

3. Let R be a regular region in JR.3 with piecewise smooth boundary. Show 血at
恥volume of R is ~ JJ戶RF ndA whereF(x,y,z) =xi ＋ 叫＋ zk. 

4. Prove the following integra位on-by-parts formula for triple integra』s:

j凡是dv = - ff Lg?Jxdv + jfaR叫A、
where nx is the x-component of 也e unit outward normal toδR. (Of course, 
similar formulas also hold wi也 z replaced by y and z.) 

5. Suppose R is a regular region in JR3 with piecewise smooth boundarγ， and f is 
a function of class c2 on R.. 

rr θf r r r 2 a. Show 也at I j γ dA = 111 'V~ f dV. 
J JθR UH JJJR ') r r δf rrr 2 

b. Show that if vi f = 0, then 川 1~ dA = 111 l"\l 11:.i dV. 
JJaR σπJ JJR 

6. Let x = (x, y, z) and g(x) = lx l-1 = (x2 ＋計＋ z2)-1/2. 
a. Compute 'V g(x) for x 手 0.
b. Show 也at 'V2g(x) = 0 for x 手 0. (Cf. Exercise 9 in §2.6.) 
c. Show by direct c到culation 也at ffs(8g月叫“＝一釘 if S is any sphere 

centered at the origin. 
d. Since δg／θn = 'Vg · n 組d 'V2g = div('Vg), why do (b) and (c) not 

contradict the divergence theorem? 
e. Show伽t ffaR(8gjδn)dA ＝一如 if R is any regular region with piece

wise smooth boundary whose interior contains the origin. (Hint: Consider 
血e region obtained by excising a small ball about the origin from R.) 
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7. Suppose 也at f is a C2 function on IR.3 也at satisfies Laplace’s equation 
v2 J = o. 
a. By applying (5.39) to f 組d g, wi也 g 品 m Exercise 6 個d R = {x: €三

!xi ：三 T﹜， show 也at 也e mean values off on the spheres !xi = r 祖d
!xi = € are equ叫. (Use Exercises 5a and 6.) 

b. Conclude that the mean value of f on any sphere centered at the origin is 
equ叫 to the value of f at the origin. (Remark: There is no也ing speci剖

about the origin here. By applying this result to f(x) = f(x + a), which 
also satisfies Laplace's equa位on, we see that the mean value of f on any 
sphere is 血e value of f 位也e cen慨 The converse is also true; a function 
that has 也is mean value property must satisfy Laplace's equation.) 

5.6 Some Applications to Physics 

In 血is section we illustrate 也e uses of the divergence theorem by deriving some 
important differential equations of mathematical physics. We make a standing as
sumption that all unspecified mathematical functions that denote physical quantities 
are smoo血 enough to ensure the validity of the calculations. 

Flow of Material. We have previously alluded to 個 interpretation of a vector 
field in terms of material flowing 也rough space. We now develop 也is idea in more 
detail. 

Suppose there is some substance moving 也rough a region of space - it might 
be 妞， water, electric ch訂阱， or whatever.τbe distribution of the substance is given 
by a densiη戶nction ρ（x, t）﹔也us p伏， t)dV 岱 the amount of substance at time t 
in a small box of volume dV located at 也e point x = ( x, y, z). The substance is 
moving around, so we 泌o have the velocity field v（丸 t） 也at gives 也e veloci可 of
the substance at position x and time t. 

Now consider a small bit of oriented surface dS （山iagined, not physical) with 
area dA and normal vector n located ne訂出e point x. (We shall picture dS as a 
parallelogram, but its exact shape is unimportant.) At what rate does the substance 
flow through 也is bit of surf ace? 

First suppose 伽t n is parallel to the velocity v = v(x, t) . We picture a small 
慨的恥的叫face dS and leng也 lvl 品， where dt is a small increment in time, 
也 in Fi部ire 5.8a. We 的sume that the box is sufficiently small so 也at 也倒也e

velocity 組d density are essentally constant throughout the box during the time 
interval (t, t + dt). Then the substance 也at flows 伽ough the surface dS m 也e

time interval dt is just the contents of the box at time t. The volume of the box is 
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density p, and the cu汀ent density J. In suitably norm組ized u血ts，也ey are 

1θB 
urlE ＝ 一一一一．

cδt ’ 
1θE 4rr 

curlB ＝一τ于＋－J,
cat c 

divE = 4πρ， 
(5.50) 

divB = 0, 

wherecis 也e sp白d of light.τbis is not the place for a血orougb study of Maxwell’s 
叫uations and 也eir consequen臼s for physics, but we wish to point out a couple of 
features of them in connection with the ideas we have been developing. In what 
follows we shall 訟sume 出at all func位ODS in question are Of class C2, SO that the 
second derivatives make sense and the mixed partials are equal. 

First, Maxwell’S 叫uations contain the law of conservation of charge. Indeed, 
by formula (5.30) we have 

θp 1 . 8E 
一 ＝ － div一＝ -div(curlB） 一 divJ = - divJ 
at 4rrδt 411" 

組d 也is is 由e conservation law 扭曲 form (5.41). Seco凶， in a region of space 
with no charges or currents （ρ ＝ 0 and J = 0), by formula (5.33) we have 

lθB 1 02E 
\72E = \7 （，也vE）一叫（curlE) = 0 + －叫一＝τ－：：？at c2 ar;~ 

1 8E 1δ2B 
V'2B = V'(divB） 一叫（curlB) ＝。一－ curl一 ＝ 一一一

。t c2θt2 . 

and 

That is, the compo凹的 ofE and B all satisfy 也e differential equation 

(5.51) 2 1 02/ 
\7;(,f = C2友吉

This is the wave equation, another of the fundamental equations of mathematical 
physics. It describes the propagation of waves in many different situations; here it 
concerns electromagnetic radiation - light, radio waves, X-rays, and so on. 

EXERCISES 

Besides dis甘ibutions of charge or m部S泊 3-space, one can consider dis出butions on 
surfaces or curves (physically：也in plates or wires). The formula for the associated 
potential or field is similar to (5.43) except that 也e 回ple integral is replaced by a 
surface or line integral, and the densityρrepresents ch缸georm臼s per unit area or 
unit length rather th個 unit volume. 扭曲e following exercises，“uniform” me組S

“of constant density.” 
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1. Consider a uniform distribution of m臼s on the sphere of radius r about the 
。討gin. Show that 
a. inside the sphere. the potential is constant and the gravitational field van

is hes; 
b. outside the sphere; the potential and field 訂e the same as if the entire mass 

were located at the origin. 

2. Consider a uniform distribution of mass on the solid ball of radius R about the 
origin. Show that the gravitational 自eld at a point x is the same as if the mass 
closer to the origin than x were all located at the origin and the mass f缸ther 
from the origin than x (if any) were absent. (Use Exercise 1.) 

3. Consider a uniform distribution of charge on the z-axis, with densityρ （charge 

per unit length). 
a. Compute the electric field generated by this distribution. (The relevant 

formula is similar to (5.43), but 1/IP - xi is replaced by the negative of its 
gradient wi出 respect to x, namely, (x - p )/lx - pl3.) 

b. Show 出at the modification of (5.43）的at presumably gives the potential 
for 也is charge distribution is a divergent integral. 

c. To resolve the difficulty presented by (b), we make use of the fact that 
the defining property of the paten位al u, namely \7u = -E, only deter
mines u up to an additive constant, so we may subtract constants from u 
without a叮ecting the physics. Consider instead a uniform distribution of 
cha唔e on the interval [- R, R] on the z-axis with density ρ. Compute the 
pot en位al UR generated by this distribution, and show that 11.R - 2ρlogR 

converges as R • oo to a function whose gradient is 由e negative of the 
field found in (a). (This sort of removal of divergences by “subtracting o叮
infinite constants”的 common in quantum field theory, where it is known 
as renormalization.) 

4. Prove the following two-dimensional analogue of Theorem 5.46: Supposeρis 
a function of class C2 on JR2 that vanishes outside a bounded set, and let 

你） =I加州yld2y.
Then u is of class C2 and \72u = 2πρ. (The proof is ve可 similar to that of 
Theorem 5 .46; see Exercise 2d in §5.4.) 

5.7 Stokes’s Theorem 

Stokes’s theorem is the generalization of Green’s theorem in which the plane is 
replaced by a curved surface. The precise setting is as follows. 
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Since u is the nonnal to D0 Stokes's theorem gives 

(5.58) （叫F(a)) u = lill! 主 l F· 缸，
→uπr Jc. 

where c( is the circle of radius € about a in the plane pe巾endicular to u, traversed 
counterclockwise as viewed from the side on which u lies. This is 出e promised 
coordinate-free description of curl F . 

If we think of F as a force field, Jc, F · dx is 伽 work done by F on a particle 
自at moves around C(. Thus (5.58) says that (curl F(a)) · u represen的 the tendency 
of 血e force F to push 伽 particle around C(t counterclockwise if (curl F(a)) · u 
is positive and clockwise if it is neg組ve （品 viewed from 出e u -side). 

EXER CISES 

1. Use Stokes’s theorem to calculate j[ (x - z) dx + (x ＋ ν） dy + （ν ＋ z) dz] 
where C is the ellipse where the plane z = y intersects the cylinder x2+y2 = 1, 
oriented counterclockwise as viewed from above. 

2. Use Stokes's theorem to evaluate Jc[y dx+y2 dy + (x+ 2z) dz] where C is the 
curve of intersection of the sphere x2 ＋計＋ z2 = a2 and the plane y + z ＝ α， 
oriented counterclockwise as viewed from above. 

3. Given any nonvertical plane P parallel to the x-axis, let C be the curve of 
intersection of P wi中 the cylinder x2 + y2 = a2. Show that f c [(yz -y) dx + 
(xz + x) dy] = 271'a2. 

4. Evaluate ff s curl F · n dA where F(x， ν’的＝ yi + ( x - 2x3 z )j + xy3 k and S 
is the upper-half of the sphere x2 ＋計 ＋ z2 ＝ α2. 

5. Let F仰，ν， z) = 2xi +2叫＋（x2 ＋以＋ z2) k and let S be the lower half of the 
ellipsoid (x2 /4) + （ν2 / 9) + (z2 /27) = 1. Use Stokes's theorem to calculate 
the flux of curl F across S from the lower side to the upper side. 

6. Define 航e vector field F on 伽 complement of the z-ax.is by F (x, y, z) = 
（一yi + xj)/(x2 ＋ ν2). 
a. Show that curl F = 0 . 
b. Show by dire 

centered at a point on the z-axis. 
c. Why do (a) and (b) not contradict Stokes's theorem? 

7. Let Cr denote the circle of radius r about the origin in the xz-plane, oriented 
counterclockwise as viewed from the positive y-axis. Suppose F is a C1 vector 
field on the complement of the y-axis in R-1 such that f c, F · dx = 5 and 

C盯IF(x,y,z) ＝ 句＋ (zi - xk)/(x2 + z2)2. Compute 心， F · dx for every T. 
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8. Let S be a smooth oriented surface in IR3 with piecewise smooth, compatibly 
oriented boundary δS. Suppose f is C1 and g is C2 on some open set contain
ing S. Show that 

hs f\lg · dx = Jfs ("v f x 可的 · ndA. 

5.8 Integrating Vector Derivatives 

In this section we study the question of solving the 閃uations

grad/= G、 curlF = G, divF = g 

for f or F, given g or G . We first consider the equa位on \l f = G , and we begin 
with a simple and useful result: 

5.59. Proposition. Suppose G is a continuous vector field on an open set R in Rn. 
The following 仰o conditions are equiνalent: 
a. if C1 and C2 are any two oriented curves in R with the same initial point and 

the same final point’的en f Ci G dx = f c2 G dx. 
b. If C is any closed curve in 凡 fcG · dx = 0. 

Proof (a) implies (b): Suppose C starts and ends at a. Then C has the same initial 
and final poinr as the “constant curve" C2 described by x(t） 歪風 and obviously 
j已 G ﹒ dx = 0 since dx = 0 on C2. 

(b} implies (a}: Suppose C1 and C2 start at a and end at b . Let C be the closed 
curve obtained by following C1 from a to band then C2 backwards from b to a . 

Then 。＝ fc G dx = J亡， G dx - fc2 G · dx. 口

A vector field G that s削弱的（a) and (b) is called conservative in the region 
R. (The word “conservative” has to do with conservation of energy. If we interpret 
Gas a force 自eld, condition (b) says that the force does no net work on a pa吋cle

出at returns to its starting point.) A good deal of mathematical physics is based on 
the following characterization of conservative vector 自elds:

5.60. Proposition. A continuous vector field G in an open set R C IR'1' is conser
varive {f and only if G is the gradient of a C1戶nction f on R. 

Proof If G = 'V f and C is a closed curve parame出zed by x = g(t） .α 三 t 三 b,
by the chain rule we have 

l \7 f · dx =lb 'Vf(g(t)) · g＇伽
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field E vanishes only when there are no time-varying magne位c fields present. Only 
m 血is case is E the gradient of a potential function. However, div B = 0 always 
（也is exp時SS自由e fact 由at there are no "magnetic charges"), so B is the curl of a 
vector potential A . We then have 

cur ( E ＋ 以） ＝叫 18B一一 ＋ 一一一＝ 0,
c θt c 8t 

so E + c-18tA is the gradient of a function 一ψ． 甘1e four-component quantity 
仰，A)= （帆 A1, A2, A3) is called the electromagnetic 4-potential. It is best re
garded as a vector in 4-dimensional space-time, with ψ being the time component, 
in the context of special relativity. 

EXERCISES 

1. Determine whether each of the following vector fields is 也e gradient of a 扣nc

tion f , and 江 so, find / . The vector fields in (a}-(c） 的 on W; those in (d}-(f) 
are on JR3，如d the one in (g) is on JR4. In all cases i, j , k, and I denote unit 
vectors along the positive 吵， 少，兮， and w-axes. 
a. G (x, y) = (2xy + x2)i + (x2 - y2)j . 
b. G (x , y) = (3ν2 +5x4ν）i + (x5 - 6xy)j . 
c. G (x, y) = (2e2:i: sin y - 3ν ＋ 5)i + (e2:i: cosy - 3x)j 
d. G (x, y ,z) = (yz - y sinxy)i + (xz - xsin xy + zcos yz)j + (xν ＋ 

y cosyz)k. 
e. G (x, y, z) = （ν － z)i + (x - z)j + (x - y)k 
f. G (x ,y ,z) = 2xyi + (x2 + log z)j + （（ν ＋ 2) /z)k (z > 0). 
g. G (x,y,z,w) = (xw2+yzw)i +(xzw+yz2- 2e2Y+z)j +(x yw+y2z

e2y+z 一切S旭zw)k + (xyz + x2w - z sin zw)l. 

2. Determine whether each of the following vector fields is the curl of a vector 
field F , and if so, find such 組F
a. G (x, y,z) = (x3 + yz)i + （ν 一 3x勻）j + 4y2k. 
b. G (x, y, z) = (xy + z}i + xzj - (yz + x)k. __ 
c. G (x, y, z) = (xe-x•z• 一 6x)i + (5y + 2z)j + (z - ze-:.i:γ）k. 

3. Let R be a bounded convex open set in JR3 . Show 也at for any C2 vector 
自eld H on R there exist a C2 function f and a C2 vector field G such 血at
H = grad f +curl G . (Hint: Solve '\72 f = div H.) 

4. Let F = F1 i + F~ be a C1 vector field on S = JR2 ＼﹛（0, 0）﹜ such 也at
。1F2 = 0-iFi on S (but F may be singular at 也e origin). 
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a. Let Cr be the circle of radius r about the origin, oriented counterclockwise. 
Show 也at fer F · dx 凶 a constantα 也at does not depend on T. (Hint: 
Consider 也e region between two circles.) 

b. Show 白at j己 F·dx ＝ αfor any si ple closed cur C’ oriented counter 
clockwise, that encircles the origin. 

c. Let Fo = （吋－ yi)/(x2 + y2）的也 Example 1. Show 也atF 一（α／2π）Fo
is the gradient of a function on S. (Thus, all curl－世ee vector fields on S 
出at 訂e not gradients can be obtained from Fo by ad副ng gradients.) 

5.9 Higher Dimensions and Differential Forms 

Green’s theorem has to do wi也 integrals of vector fields in the plane, and 由e di
vergence 曲eorem and Stokes's 曲的rem have do do wi也 integrals of vector fields 
in 3-space. What happens in dimension n? There are a couple of things we c個 say

without too mucb additional expl組ation.

First, the obvious analogue of the divergence theorem holds in lRn for any 
n > 1. To wit, if R is a 扭扭lar region in lRn bounded by a piecewise smoo血
hypersurfaceθR，組d F is a C1 vector field on R, then 

I·iRF·吋～JI ··l divFdVn. 

Here dVn is the 仔dimensional volume element in r組d dVn-l is the (n - 1)
d血ensional "area” element onθR. The "vector 訂閱 element" n dVn- l is given 
by a formula analogous to the one in JR3. Namely，正（part of)δR is parame出zed
byx=G(u.1, ... ,u←i），也en

I e1 
_ . I 8iG1 

ndVπ＿， = det I 

＼θiGn-1 

司
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where e1 ,... ,en a自由e s凶d訂db品is vectors for JR.n. (The reader may verify 伽t

m血e case n = 2，也ese formulas yield Green's theorem in 也e form (5.18).) 
Second, the analogue of the divergence theorem in dimension I is just 也e fun

damental theorem of calculus: 

f(b） 一 J（α） = I J'(t) dt. 
J恤，叫

On the real line, vector fields are the s位自由血g倡“nctions, and the divergence of 
a vector field is just the derivative of a func位on. A regular region in JR is an interval 


